
 

 

General Political Bureau 
 
The MPAF General Political Bureau is one of the most powerful bureaus in the Ministry 
of People’s Armed Forces.  In coordination with the KWP’s Military Department, Central 
Military Committee and Organization and Guidance Departments, the GPB is responsible 
for the ideological indoctrination and political control of the Korean People’s Army.  It 
coordinates the KWP’s political activities within the North Korean military.  Technically 
part of and subordinate to the MPAF, the GPB is entirely a KWP entity. 
 
The General Political Bureau is divided between GPB Organization and the GPB 
Propaganda and Agitation Department.  The former department monitors the military 
ranks for political reliability among officers and NCO’s.  The Propaganda and Agitation 
Department has responsibilities for political education, publicity and activities among the 
North Korean military, such as education courses and the dissemination of KWP-
controlled periodicals and media.  The Propaganda and Agitation Department of the GPB 
is also the MPAF’s (and North Korean military’s) tasked with psyops against South 
Korea, as well as shortwave radio broadcasts in English targeted at US-South Korean 
coalition forces at the Korean DMZ. 
 
The GPB is dispersed through the North Korean military with political departments at 
KPA headquarters.  Each military company is reportedly assigned a political guidance 
officer who is tasked with political indoctrination and education.  GPB officers exist at 
ever level of command in the KPA where they monitor the political and ideological 
tendencies of KPA officers.  The political guidance officer is tasked to monitor the 
political reliability of general-grade officers, including unit commanders (even if a unit 
commander holds a superior rank).  The GPB, through its Organization Department, is 
responsible for human resource matters affecting NCO’s, as well as vetting all 
promotions, military awards and post-conscription job placements.   
 
The MPAF General Political Bureau is founded by Kim Il-sung in the late 1960’s to 
assess and ensure the political loyalties of the KPA’s senior officers.  The GPB’s reports 
are submitted and verified against reports submitted by the Military Security Command 
and the Office of Military Officers in Kim Jong-il’s personal secretariat.  The Military 
Security Command routinely has the GPB’s political officers under surveillance, and Kim 
Jong-il uses the MSC as a check against the GPB gathering too much power over the 
KPA.   
 
Previous GPB Directors and Deputy Directors are either upwardly mobile politically, or 
constituted Kim Jong-il’s core support mechanism within the KPA.  The current GPB 
Director is Vice Marshal Jo Myong-rok, who is concurrently senior vice chair of the 
National Defense Commission and member of the KWP Central Military Committee.  
Previous GPB Deputy Directors, Gens. Pak Jae-kyong and Hyon Chol-hae are two of 
Kim Jong-il’s closest KPA associates.   
 
Current GPB Senior Deputy Director for Organization, Gen. Kim Jong-gak was 
appointed as a member of the National Defense Commission in April 2009, and he has a 



 

 

rising profile in the North Korean media.  Gen. Kim is currently responsible for the daily 
management of the GPB, due to VMAR Jo’s advancing age and ill health.   
   
 
 


